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I'm not a big one of FIFA games, but this, this was horrible! Meh graphics, and gameplay are the same as the others, not but, if youI'm not a big of FIFA games, but this, this was HORRIBLE! Meh graphics, and gameplay are the same as the others, not but, if you have to get a FIFA game, get a previous game.... Extend
page 2 DO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I don't care if FIFA has rights to the EPL law, DO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The
graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football game. So disappointing, especially since it's console
counterpart is so good.... Expand page 3 Play Sound FIFA Soccer 13 - Ultimate Team Trailer Description: Check out the latest features in Ultimate Team mode only on FIFA Soccer 13. Page 4 Login to Exit Rating FIFA Soccer 13 Review: User Results By Date Most Helpful DO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by
going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5
copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11
is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football game. So disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Extend All This User's Reviews Page 5 Page 6 Login to Finish Rating FIFA Soccer 13 Review: User
Points By Date Most Helpful DO NOT. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8
bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow
that makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football match. So disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Compress All this user's reviews DO
NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon.
You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to
laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football game. So disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Collapse All this user reviews Top reviews Recent Top reviews
I consider myself one of football matches, and I know that FIFA 13 for wii u it's not good enough, even compared to its cousins versions onI consider myself one of the football games, and I know that FIFA 13 for wii u it's not good enough, even compared to its cousins versions on Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Gamepad
functionality feels forced, frame rate it's terrible, Manager Mode is laughable and online multiplayer is dead, literally. What it has though, it's ok to waste your time an hour a day.... Extend page 2 DO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I don't care if FIFA has rights to
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and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is 8 bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the one At all. I do not care if FIFA has
rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football game. So
disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Extend All This User's Reviews Page 5 Page 6 Login to Finish Rating FIFA Soccer 13 Review: User Points By Date Most Helpful DO NOT. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to
EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going
from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it
than on 1 copy of this miserable attempt at a football game. So disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Compress All this user's reviews DO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is
abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You are better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of thisDO NOT BUY. I thought I was upgrading by going from PES 11 to FIFA 13. Not
the case at all. I do not care if FIFA has rights to EPL teams, this game is abysmal. The graphics are disgusting and the frame rate is so slow that it makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. PES 11 is only 8 bucks right now on amazon. You're better off spending $40 on 5 copies of it than on 1 copy of this
miserable attempt at a football game. So disappointing, especially since it's console counterpart is so good.... Compress All Users' Reviews If you choose to play using the traditional control systems or a Pro Controller, then you get the same FIFA experience that was launched last year with FIFA 12. That means
defending with containment, congestion and rollover tackles rather than using the old two-button pressing technique, which sent players in to shut down attackers and win the ball, requires little in the way of skill. The physics-based player impact engine also provides a return, if in an older, less refined form. That means
you'll still get a fun, energetic and wonderfully compelling game of football. There is not much more satisfying than a one cross followed by a thumping header, a heroic run up midfield for a one-on-one with the keeper, or a just-in-time finish from the box. There are so many great moments to have that the missing FIFA
13 tweaks are not a deal breaker, although it's disappointing to see the Nintendo version of the game still lagging behind other platforms. What could be more of a deal breaker for some are stripped-down online features. The most obvious omission is the compelling Ultimate Team – FIFA's mix of role-playing-like card
trading, Top Trumps, and football management. The excellent EA Sports Football Club online mode, which keeps track of any experience points earned and ties them to a real team, is sorely lacking as well. What you're left with are the basics: Head to Head Seasons, an online league where you work your way through
different divisions; Online Friendlies, where you compete against your friends for a trophy; and custom games. They are fun modes, especially Online Friendlies, which makes playing regular matches against your friends much more exciting, but it's hard not to miss the more in-depth modes. FIFA 13's presentation is
among the best in the business. The single-player side suffers less, if only because it has seen little in the way of updates since FIFA 12. There is Virtual Pro, where you create a player, choose his age, style of play, and position; and Career, where you can take your virtual player or a real player through a 15-year
career. There are also a number of basic tournaments to play through, from the FA Cup to custom leagues and knockout tournaments, as well as fast-paced showdowns. What is missing are the weekly statistics updates for teams, which affect statistics for attack, midfield and defence. Gone are also the skill games that
appeared on other platforms, which replaced the old keeper-vs-player loading screens of the past with addictive, bite-size challenges. The exclusion of these features is not the end of the world, but it is a loss for players anyway. Still, FIFA 13 is a nice and thoroughly rewarding football simulation – and is stylish too.
Everything from the menus, to the music, to the action on the pitch is slickly presented and smoothly animated. Some of the GamePad add-ons are welcome, and at least it's easy enough to ignore those that aren't. This is by far the most feature-packed and enjoyable game in the FIFA series to hit a Nintendo console. It's
not the best version out there, but it's a great start to the series on the Wii you're all the same. Same.
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